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Key Selling Points
Books on Nordic knitting are extremely popular
20 stunning designs including cables, lace and colourwork
Socks for all seasons of the year, including ankle socks and knee-length socks
Includes full charts for all patterns
Suitable for beginners through to more advance knitters.

Description
Niina Laitinen is one of the most popular knitting designers in Scandinavia. This stunning collection of sock designs is inspired
by the four seasons.
Each of the 20 gorgeous patterns is accompanied by a beautiful description of the Finnish countryside that evokes the spirit of the Nordic
seasons. The designs feature elements of nature in the shape of leaf patterns and beautiful lace and cable textures, to gorgeous colourwork
featuring a geisha, a butterfly and heart patterns. They are knitted with the changing moods of the seasons in mind and include lightweight
ankle-length designs for spring and summer, and heavier knee-length patterns for the colder winter weather.
All the patterns have detailed charts to follow and range in difficulty from easy to more complex designs suitable for more advanced knitters.

About the Author
Niina Laitinen is one of the most popular knitting designers in Finland. She taught herself to knit in 2005 when her first child was born. Her first
book was published in 2018, and she has written four in total, all of which have been translated into different languages. Her hobbies are
orienteering and weightlifting. More of Niina's designs can be seen on her website www.niinalaitinendesigns.com.
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